We wonder why this pig might be dancing wearing a hat and a cape - any ideas?
*Grunnius sophista, siue, Pelagus humanae miseriae*, Ottmar Luscinius (1522) I288.1522 TP

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
Fantastical monsters lurk in this sea, can you spot them all?

The Bible: that is, the Holy Scriptures conteined in the Olde and Newe Testament., published by Christopher Barker (1582) Sion A13.1G/1582 Detail of plate of Jerusalem bound between leaves 331-32

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
The wheel of fortune was a medieval way of remembering that everything can change. The king can become a pauper (can you spot his crown falling off?) and the poorest man can become a king. What would you like to become?

*Polychronion*, 14-15th century, MS 104 f14v Wheel of Fortune

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
There used to only one bridge across the Thames. Where this bridge is depicted, there was previously a horse ferry - a ferry big enough to take a horse and cart!

*View of the proposed Lambeth Palace Iron Bridge, London, Paul Jerrard (1826) Prints 031.002*

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
This design for a stained glass window come from a church in Shrewsbury. Can you spot St Michael in the middle? What is he holding?

*Designs for works in stained glass*, Clement Heaton (1864), RK5399.H4

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
This medieval lady has just plucked a star out of the sky in the pages of *Ars Moriendi*, c. 1465 [1473.2.03]

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
A knight is battling a dragon while some ladies watch. Who do you think will win?

*Missale secundum vsum insignis ecclesiae Sarum* (1510) **H201 TP5.S2.01

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
This detail from a massive, fold out map shows a lovely medieval village. What can you spot in the fields around it?

*Relation du pays de lansenie*, Zacharie de Lisieux, (1660) Sion A69.10/F73 map

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org